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Reviewer's report:

The protocol is interesting and outlines a much needed aspect to design in health care. I found it well written and sound and look forward to the results.

There are however two issues I think are glossed over that if possible should be given some consideration.

Discretionary Revisions

1. The outline for the meta-review is suitable for the purpose, however, in "the use of people's experiences" the ambition is to capture user needs using several methods, however, capturing user needs and the method how these needs are transformed into requirements are not trivial and without a outline of how these processes are to be analysed and compared the step appears to me missing the most interesting aspect

2. In the "processing and analysis" there is an outline for analysis of several factors, however, design is highly context-dependent and I miss some discussion of the analysis of structure and process variables which I believe are important if a general level of knowledge are to be generated.
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